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INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: 

In reshse to the Committee’s request, I am here to address 

two questions. First, what lessons for AIDS education can be 

learned from previous public-health efforts? And- second, what is 

the applicability of those lessons for current efforts to reach 

people at risk for AIDS? 

GAO’s study covered AIDS education for three at-risk 

populations --minority communities, intravenous drug users, and 

youth. We also examined AIDS campaigns for those populations in 

the five cities hardest hit by AIDS, plus several other AIDS 

campaigns nominated to us as exemplary. We will issue a detailed 

report on our findings later this year. 

We have found an impressive range of efforts to disseminate 

the facts on AIDS and to teach people the skills necessary to 

avoid it--videos, street outreach, “AIDS socials” in private 

homes, and many other efforts I will summarize in my testimony. I 

must also report, though, that systematic information on the 

effects of these and other efforts is lacking. For that reason, 

it is absolutely critical that AIDS education efforts be evaluated 

very carefully in the months and years ahead. 

It is, of course, difficult to emphasize strongly enough the 

seriousness of this disease and the difficulty of trying to change 

at-risk behaviors that are habitual and quite private. 

AIDS is both infectious and, so far, incurable. But it is 

transmitted only via blood-to-blood or sexual contact, or from 



mother to child. Thus, except for the infants of infected 

mothers, people can avoid AIDS by controlling or changing their 

own behavior - -2 

Research continues on the nature of AIDS, in the hope of 
z- 

finding a cure or vaccine. At present’, however, the best method 

of fighting AIDS is through education. We know how AIDS is and is 

not contracted, and detailed, accurate information about it can be 

provided to the public. Campaigns are already underway, 

including, of course, the Department of Health and Human Services’ 

brochure now being mailed to every United States household, as well 

as efforts already mounted in other countries. Our hope for the 

effectiveness of this type of broadly targeted campaign is 

tempered, however, by two realizations: 

0 Some people, such as intravenous drug users and 

sexually active teenagers, are more at risk for 

AIDS than is the public in general, so the need to 

reach these people is especially urgent. 

0 AIDS education, like any other public-health or 

marketing campaign, is confronted by difficult 

challenges --first of access (that is, gaining 

people’s attention) and then of acceptance (that 

is, getting them to believe and act on the 

message 1. 

The groups we studied include intravenous drug users, youth, 

and minority communities. Let me briefly describe some of the 

group characteristics relevant to AIDS education (though of course 
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there is much diversity within groups). As table 1 indicates, 

intravenous drug users may not be consistently or effectively 

r~eachdble thidugh the print media. Further, drug users have 

already placed themselves at risk for a variety of illnesses. For 

many users the addition-al threat of AIDS may not seem uniquely 

compelling. Youth, in contrast, may be eminently accessible 

through the mass media. However, young people often seem to deny 

their own mortality, to downplay risks of many kinds, and to learn 

more through direct experience than through surrogate advice. 

Finally, in some minority communities information moves through 

specialized media, such as non-English-language radio and 

newspapers, and the open discussion of sexual matters may be seen 

as rude and unacceptable, given certain cultural traditions. The 

challenge for public-health education is to recognize these group 

patterns, much as market research has learned to do, and to find 

the most productive routes of access and acceptance for people in 

each group. 

At issue, then, is what can be learned from past research and 

from experience with other public-health efforts. There is, in 

fact, a considerable body of knowledge available from antismoking 

campaigns, drug-use prevention, sex education in the schools, and 

t&.2 like. We have reviewed the research in these areas, and we 

have talked with many experts in AIDS education and public health 

:;a; appendix 1). While some individual findings may not be 

applicable to AIDS, we believe it is possible to draw on previous 

research if one looks for lessons at a more general level and then 
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“fills in” the specific meaning for various target populations. In 

my testimony, I will first describe the conceptual approach we have 

derived from-prior research and then illustrate it with concrete 

examples relevant to the three populations of concern here. 

AN APPROACH TO EDUCATING PEOPLE AT RISK FOR AIDS 

An effective approach to AIDS education probably requires at 

least seven steps, covering four components: the target group, its 

relevant characteristics, the nature of the message, and the 

intended outcomes. (See the accompanying summary.) 

Target Group 

First, campaign planners need to decide exactly who will be 

targeted. Is the plan to disseminate a broad message for all 

adolescents in the United States, or more a particular message for 

teen runaways; to reach all minority adults in New York City, or 

mainly those who are at high risk for drug use? In general, past 

experience suggests that the more precisely the target group is 

defined, the more effective the campaign is likely to be. 

Precision makes it easier to mount a campaign that tells people 

exactly what they need to know, in their own language, through 

sources they trust and respect. 



GAO Summary Of Seven-Step Approach 
In AIDS Education 

Component 

Target group 

Group characteristics 

Step ---__- --- 
Decide exactly who will 
be targeted 

__--___- 
Decide exactly why the 
targeted group needs 
AIDS education 

Options ;to 
Consider, 

Race/ethnicity 
Community 

Age bracket 
Drug-user friendship network I_-----~~- 
Risk behavior 

Capabilities 

Attitudes 
Cultural values 

Medium Decide which media are 
more likely to reach the 
target group 

Mass 
Personal 

Information Decide which facts on 
AIDS should be included 

Transmission 

Nontransmission 
Risk reduction methods 

Effectiveness of methods 

Skills Provide the skills for Interpersonal 

behavior change Practical 

Motivators 

Intended outcomes 

Offer persuasive reasons 
for reducing risk 

~_.- .-- ~__--.. 
Specify the intended 
outcomes of the effort 

Negative 

Positive 
. ..___ -~~~.~ ~. ~~.~ - 

Knowledge 
Behavior change 



Group Characteristics 

A second step is to decide exactly why the targeted group 

needs AIDS education. One possibility is a special urgency due 

to risk beh-a:ior --the sharing of drug-use paraphernalia, for 

example-- which may lead to an exchanqe of contaminated blood; or 

Nsurvival sex," in which teenaqers trade sex for food, money, or 

a place to sleep. 

Another possibility is that certain capabilities might make 

it easier or more difficult for people to understand a messaqe on 

AIDS-- capabilities such as their educational backgrounds or their 

familiarity with English. 

Research also indicates a need to consider people’s 

attitudes and values. For example, are there many people in the 

qroup who may feel unable to manage their lives effectively, as 

is often the case with runaway youth? Do the people tend to 

avoid qovernment sources, as with some recent immigrants and 

users of illeqal drugs? And what is their pre-existing knowledge 

of AIDS? 

Some characteristics may be more prevalent or more critical 

in some qroups than in others. The Fint here is the need to 

consider very carefully which characteristics--risk behaviors, 

caoabilities, attitudes, values, or AIDS awareness--are the basis 

for concern, and then weiqh their implications for access and 

acceptance. 



Messaqe 

Medium 

The next 
-- 

steps in educating people about AIDS deal with the 

messaqe itself. First, achievinq access may require the use of 
.- 

specialized media. Planners need to decide which media are more 

likely to reach the tarqet qroup. Mass media include radio and 

television, as well as newspapers, brochures, bus posters, and 

billboards. More costly, but also at times necessary, is the 

face-to-face delivery of a messaqe, using, for example, community 

leaders, celebrities, health experts, actors, classroom teachers, 

or trained peers. 

Much is already known about patterns of media use. 

Accordinq to some research, for example, blacks and Hispanics use 

television as an information source more than other groups do, 

and radio is especially effective for reachinq teenagers. On the 

other hand, reqardless of the target qroup, mass media alone may 

be less effective in promotinq behavior change than face-to-face 

contact or some combination of mass media and personal media. 

Factual Information 

Planners also need to decide which facts on AIDS should be 

included. For intravenous druq users, it is probably important 

to cite modes of virus transmission and, for users interested in 

treatment, to describe the available options. For younq 

children, on the other hand, it may be appropriate to emphasize 

modes of non-transmission so that unfounded fears are dispelled. 
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Older children can benefit from a lesson on various types of 

illness and the effects of AIDS on the human body, but the same 

lesson miqht leave intravenous drug users unimpressed. 

Whateve? facts are appropriate, they must be presented in a 

way that is readily understandable. A campaign will not be 

effective unless people receive and understand the message. As 

one expert put it, educating young people on AIDS without clearly 

discussinq sex is like "trying to teach kids about baseball 

without mentioning the ball and glove." Yet the problem is not 

merely with young people. Reportedly, adults too have 

misunderstood clinical terms and euphemisms like "bodily fluids," 

thinkinq the expression includes sweat and saliva. Because those 

fluids have not been found to transmit AIDS, this sort of 

ambiquity directly undermines campaign success. 

There is more to this point than simple clarity. Ghile some 

peoole may benefit from graphic language, others may be put off. 

For them, a qraphic message may be readily understandable 

because it is too distracting. So campaigns must be clear but 

must also communicate in lanquaqe that the intended audience is 

comfortable with-- however graphic or subtle that lanquaqe may 

have to be. 

Use of the qroup's own lanquaqe makes a message more 

attractive as well, which means people are more likely to pay 

attention. That is why public-health campaigns use symbols and 

slanq that will appeal to a tarqet group--children's faces on the 

cover of a brochure for children, or a radio spot for black 
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teenaqers in a rapmusic format. This is also why a Spanish- 

languaqe Red Cross brochure provides not one but three words for 

prophylactic. Amonq some Hispanics, the recognizable term is 
-e 

condon or preservativo. But for others, the term ule is 

approprlate,.while preservativo is something used to make fruit 

Qreserves. 

Finally, prior research suggests that one specific piece of 

information is especially critical. When people are told how to 

reduce the risk of AIDS --total abstinence from sex and illegal 

druqs, use of a condom, or use of bleach to clean their drug 

Daraphernalia-- they also need to be told how effective those 

measures are likely to be. This is especially so for people who 

do not feel in substantial control of their lives or have not had 

much experience with health care-- traits clearly relevant to many 

people in the qroups of concern here. 

Skills 

A fifth important step in AIDS education is to provide the 

skills for behavior chanqe. Two sorts of skills are important 

here. One is interpersonal-- how to resist pressure to have sex, 

especially unprotected sex, or to use illegal druqs. The "just 

c 277 no" injunction, by itself, is not enough for many people. 

Thev need to see and practice how to say no constructively. 

The other important set of skills is literally how to reduce 

risks-- how and when the condom should be put on and taken off, 

and how and when the drug user's paraphernalia should be cleaned. 
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Much of what I have said has to do with efficacy--facts 

reqardinq the efficacy of risk-reduction measures, and personal 

skills for accomplishinq that reduction. Prior research suggests 

the special-rmp5rtance of efficacy or "empowerment," as it is 

also callea. People need to believe that the recommended 
-. 

does in fact reduce risk, and they need to have practiced 

skill in advance so they will know they can carry it out 

successfully. As I have noted, the point is all the more 

for people whose self-confidence or related experience is 

limited. 

skill 

that 

crucial 

Motivators 

. A sixth factor that appears critical for public-health 

education is motivators. Campaigns need to offer persuasive 

reasons for reducinq risk. With respect to AIDS, the 

deqenerative and fatal nature of the illness might seem to be 

motivation enouqh. Rut AIDS and its dire consequences appear 

quite remote to many people--highly unlikely and far in the 

future. Moreover, some research suggests that the effectiveness 

of fear as a universal motivator may be quite limited. Fear of 

serious illness and death can triqqer short-term chanqes but may 

not be a factor in sustaining longer-term risk reduction in all 

populations. And if fear is too hiqh, it can be 

counterproductive even in the short term; AIDS then simply 

becomes too friqhteninq for some people to think about at all. 

Prior research suqqests an effective alternative--positive 
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motivators, such as social approval for risk reduction, and 

"eroticized" safe sex. "Eroticizing" is an effort to make safe- 

sex practices seem more attractive, so that people can more 

easily subsfi'tute safe sex (condom use, for example) for the 

riskier sex (such as intercourse without a condom) to which they 

may be more accustomed. Posi-tive motivators can be more tangible 

as well, such as vouchers for getting into drug treatment 

oroqrams and prizes for scorinq well on AIDS knowledge tests. 

Intended Outcomes 

As a final step, campaiqn planners need to specify the 

intended outcomes of the effort. Sometimes, as with young 

children, the appropriate outcome is simply more knowledge about 

AIDS. Rut for people already at risk, it is vital to effect some 

change in their behavior. And for people not already at risk, 

the optimal campaiqn should include some effort to prevent the 

behavior in the first place. 

Summary of the Aporoach 

Let me sound a note of caution here. The public-health 

campaiqns from which these lessons were derived have been far 

from 100 percent successful. Some people still smoke, still 

drive when drunk, still have elevated cholesterol levels, and so 

on. Moreover, very little information is now available on the 

effects of AIDS education. It is therefore absolutely critical 

to evaluate AIDS education efforts as widely and as carefully as 
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possible. We need to know which campaigns are working, of 

cocirse, but we also need to know which elements of a carnpaiqn-- 

what sorts of information, motivators, media, and so on--are 

showinq the-?jreatest impact, and why. 

At thi's time, workinq with prior research, we have concluded 

that a public-health message to any of the three-target groups we 

have studied is more likely to be effective if it is: 

0 credible--that is, delivered through sources trusted by 

the target qroup, and in the group's own words; 

0 clear-- covering information, skills, and motivators 

neither more nor less explicit than they need to be; 

0 accessible--combining the mass and personal media that 

will reach the group; and 

0 appropriate-- relevant and appealing to a well-defined 

vow I and designed with due attention to group values. 

I turn now to our second task, which was to determine 

whether this conceptual approach is applicable to AIDS education. 

We examined campaigns now underway in the five cities hardest hit 

by AIDS, plus some additional campaigns suqqested by experts as 

examples of excellent AIDS education. 

FIVE-CITY STUDY 

The five I1.S. cities currently reporting the hiqhest number 

of AIDS cases are New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Houston 

and Washington, D.C. We asked responsible officials in each city 

to summarize their AIDS outreach efforts for three targeted 
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sroups-- minority communities, intravenous drug users, and young 

people. Their efforts are, on the whole, entirely congruent with 

the aoproach I have just described. 
-e 

Target Gr&ps - 

Four cities--New York, San Francisco, Los Anqeles, and 

Washinaton, D.C.-- have mounted some sort of campaign for each 

group. The Houston schools offer AIDS education in grades 6-12; 

otherwise, Houston has not targeted any outreach program to 

minority communities or druq users. Officials told us that 

neither the city nor the surroundinq county has the funds for 

such efforts. 

Campaiqns 

Tables 2 through 4 indicate the nature of campaigns already 

mounted in the five cities. Both mass and personal media are 

used to reach minority qroups and druq users. Campaiqns targeted 

to public-school students rely on classroom teachers. 

Campaiqn messaqes provide a wide range of information, 

reqardinq, for example, modes of 4IDS transmission and 

nontransmission and the effectiveness of risk-reduction 

techniques. 

Coverage of actual skills is less uniform. San Francisco 

and New York show intravenous druq users how to clean their 

paraphernalia. washinqton, Los Angeles, and Houston do not. 

Three school districts--in Houston, Los Angeles and New York-- 
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have begun teaching interpersonal skills, using, for example, 

role-play exercises meant to help students recognize and resist 

peer pressure. Only in the Los Angeles AIDS curriculum are 

students als‘o taught how to use a condom. 

CampaTqns offer various motivators for behavior change. All 

cite the severity of AIDS--the number of deaths, the lack of a 

cure, the inexorable nature of the disease. Regarding positive 

motivators, New York, San Francisco, and Washinqton rely more on 

symbolic inducements like "eroticized" safe sex and the 

importance of AIDS prevention for one's family. Other cities 

offer intravenous drug users more tanqible motivators. Los 

Angeles provides vouchers for drug treatment, and a city-funded 

proqram in New York promises its clients entry into some form of 

druq treatment within two days. 

In the time available, we were not able to explore the 

overall desiqn of each city's campaiqns--what group 

characteristics are being considered, what outcomes are intended, 

and why proqrams offer some skills and motivators but not others. 

EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS 

Accordinqly, to investiqate program design in greater depth, 

we asked AIDS-education experts to nominate programs they 

considered especially well designed and likely to be effective 

with our tarqet populations. We then visited twelve such 

proqrams in New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles--the cities 

with the largest caseloads-- to learn more about how each critical 
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step might be brought to life. Table 5 provides a list of 

proqrams and their tarqet groups. 

For the sake of brevity, I will focus on program messaqes-- 
- 

that is, the-media used, and the information, skills, and 

motivators?offered. When appropriate, I will also offer examples 

of ways in which target populations are defined and assessed, and 

wi-lich outcomes are intended. 

Medium 

Several proqrams produced their own brochures, in each case 

for the same reason: existing brochures seemed too clinical, 

dense, vague, or colorless to be readily understandable in their 

communities. One brochure for drug users, entitled "Free Dope," 

illustrates how to use bleach and water to "clean your works-- 

fast, easy and safe." (See exhibit 1.) Another provides 

essential information only-- covering modes of transmission and 

ways to reduce risk; the material is purposely not so dense as to 

put off low-skill readers. (See exhibit 2.) A similar strategy 

is to put the bare essentials in headings or photo captions, so 

people unlikely to read every word will nonetheless get the qist 

of the message. 

The video or telenovela produced by San Francisco's Latin0 

AIDS Project is called "Ojos Que No Ven" or "Eyes That Fail To 

See. " As the storv develops, a woman named Do??a Rosa copes 

compassionately with a co-worker who has AIDS and with her own 

qav son, and she becomes a knowledgeable AIDS educator in her 
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community. The presumed advantage of a telenovela, with its 

tangled soao-opera plot, is that it offers AIDS information and 

skills in a format considered widely popular among Hispanics. 

As not-2 i.n the conceptual approach , campaigns may use 

personal Media as well as mass media. One personal medium is the 

AIDS-education skit. The simple fact that actors are amateurs 

from the community generates considerable interest and good 

spirit. Rut the actors can also be trained as AIDS educators, so 

that after the performance, it is the cast--not outside 

professionals-- who field questions from the audience. 

Intermediaries are another personal medim used in AIDS 

campaigns. Intermediaries can be, for example, religious and 

political leaders, business persons, and friendship networks. A 

program in Los Angeles' Hispanic community educates medical 

technicians, paraprofessionals, and folk-healers, since these 

reoortedly are the health providers most accessible to many 

members of that community. Here, then, is one example of how 

proqrams are desiqned with specific group characteristics in 

mind-- in this case, the qroup's health-care habits. 

Several drug-user programs leave supplies of bleach, 

condoms, and other items with welfare-hotel managers, liquor- 

store clerks, and even proprietors of drug "shooting galleries," 

so users will have ready access to those supplies when needed. 

Aqain, these programs are responding to a specific group 

characteristic-- the presumed low level of health concern among 

intravenous drug users. 
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Other programs tap informal friendship networks. One holds "AIDS 

socials" --invitation-only parties in private homes at which a 

professional educator offers AIDS facts and safe sex 
- 

quidelines. -AIDS socials have reportedly become quite popular 

because the home is such a familiar, unthreateninq setting and 

the audience is usually small; as a result, people feel more free 

to ask sensitive questions. 

Another example of tapping informal networks is a street- 

outreach proqram in New York City. Proqram staff fear that their 

outreach effort will miss drug users who do not spend much time 

"on the corner." It may also miss many of the users' spouses or 

sexual partners, most of whom reportedly are not drug users. The 

proqram's solution: tan the recovering addicts in its druq 

treatment center. Clients of the center are actively encouraged 

to contact and refer friends who still use druqs or who have sex 

with users. All referrals, even the most tentative, are to be 

followed up diliqently in hopes of breaking into that hidden 

network of at-risk people who are not otherwise accessible. 

In some projects the outreach staff includes people who have 

AIDS. For obvious reasons people with AIDS are a credible source 

reqardinq the consequences of infection. And, most notably with 

hiqh-school youngsters, they may also evoke compassion and cut 

through the teenaqer's presumption of invulnerability. Employing 

people with AIDS, then, is one example of a strategy meant to 

address the qroup characteristics rendering that group at risk. 

Another face-to-face medium for AIDS education is, of 
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course, the peer who speaks in the target qroup's own idiom, 

knows the local history, and is easily able to modulate the 

message, depending on a client's needs and reactions. Many 

street outrezch campaigns employ ex druq-users precisely because 

they are credible with, and have access to, current users. 

Finally, there is the community-based AIDS hotline, 

com'bininq the efficiency of a mass medium with the ability to 

modulate the message and to select an idiom suitable to the 

caller. A further advantaqe of hotlines is anonymity. While 

some people can freely discuss AIDS risks and fears face-to-face, 

others cannot, and hotlines offer immediate answers without 

requirinq self-disclosure. In one exemplary proqram, hotline 

operators have a list of alternative expressions for safe and 

unsafe sex practices, so they can respond properly to various 

Hispanic nationalities in the area. However, the hotline does 

not keep operators on call at all times. An answering machine 

accepts messaqes during off-hours. This means that callers may 

be missed. TInable to get an immediate answer but afraid of 

losing anonymity, many may not leave a phone number so operators 

can return calls. 

Information -- 

Many proqrams deliberately tap group values and culture to 

help promote their messaqe. One example is the AIDS community 

forum at which expert speakers are only part of the program. The 

forum also includes the AIDS-education skits I have mentioned, 
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plus qospel music and refreshments. One drug-user program begins 

its AIDS seminars by showing a popular film. AIDS facts are 

offered during- intermission, with an opportunity for further -- 

questions after the second half. The movie attracts spouses, 
z- 

sexual partners,-and friends, affording an opportunity to educate 

them as well. 

Programs may also adopt some powerful symbolic content. A 

black-community brochure cites as one cause for AIDS the "chain 

of iqnorance." Another observes that "our black brothers and 

sisters need our concern and support." (See exhibits 3 and 4.) 

The idea, of course, is that the connotations--the resonance--of 

those words will bolster readers' interest and underscore the 

very important theme of personal efficacy. 

To break through the misconception that AIDS is a disease 

only of white homosexual men, minority programs often invoke 

sFbols of family. Heterosexual families of color appear in 

several posters and brochures. (See exhibits 2, 3, 5, 12, and 

13.) Even when the target group is drug users or gay men, the 

context is familial. In Ojos Que No Ven (the telenovela), Doga 

Rosa's son, who is homosexual, lives at home with his mother and 

sister. In one Hispanic-community skit, the conversation among 

teens is dotted with sentences like this: "We're talkinq about 

nrotecting your sister, brother, your family...." And Angie, 

whose brother has died of AIDS, says: "Before this happened to my 

family"-- not to her brother but to the family--"1 never knew that 

by havinq sex you could qet AIDS." 
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Finally, there is the device of humor, which can be used to 

lessen the discomfort associated with subjects like sexuality and 

death. San Fr-ancisco's bus poster reads in part, "You won't get 
-a 

AIDS from this bus or from bathrooms, givinq blood, shaking 

hands, pargkeetsi old sneakers, microwaves or spring cleaning." 

(See exhibit 6.) Other printed materials include a brochure with 

dancing condoms, and "The Works," a comic book featuring 

talkative cartoon viruses. (See exhibits 5 and 7.) This comic 

book is meant for drug users with limited reading abilities--an 

example of how to address a target-group characteristic not by 

chanqinq it but by circumventing the problem. There is also San 

Francisco's Bleachman campaign using comics, billboards, and 

personal appearances by Bleachman-- a seven-feet-tall superhero 

whose head looks rather like a gallon jug of bleach. (See 

exhibit 8.) 

When describinq GAO's seven-step approach, I cited the 

importance of letting people know that recommended risk-reduction 

efforts really can be effective. Several proqrams emphasized 

this point in the information provided to clients. For example, 

one brochure reads, "Remember! Condoms are not 100 percent 

perfect. But if you use them properly..., they are very 

effective." Another brochure--the one called "Free Dope" (see 

exhibit 1)--says: "The best thinq to do is get off the needle.... 

The next best thing . . . [is] don't share your works with 

anyone.... "You can avoid getting AIDS." 



Skills 

AIDS campaigns are more likely to work if they help people 

acquire specific skills, both practical and interpersonal. For 

people who d5 not abstain, the important practical skills are how 

to use condoms and how to clean their equipment. Some programs 

hand out illustrations of proper cleaninq methods. (See exhibits 

3 and 9.) Programs also demonstrate these methods for users who 

otherwise miqht not understand them. The adoption of such skills 

is not the only intended outcome for these programs: each 

recommends abstinence as well. But here is a case in which 

intended outcomes are being carefully matched to the target 

qroup. Some program directors told us that many intravenous drug 

users will reject abstinence as the solution to their risk for 

AIDS. 

Other skills are interpersonal-- resisting pressure to have 

sex, especially unprotected sex, or to use illegal drugs. A 

shelter for homeless youth conducts "fishbowl" exercises in which 

two teenaqers role-play pressure and resistance in front of a 

larger group. Afterwards, their peers comment on the tactics 

each player used, and the instructor suggests tactics that might 

be more effective. One New York program distributes a packet 

called "Use Condom Sense," with condom-wearing instructions, a 

sample condom, and a section on "how to talk to your partner." 

This section contains ten arquments against condoms and ten 

constructive answers. For example, 

[Argument] "Condoms are . . . fake, a turn-off." 
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[Answer] "Please, let's try to work this out. An 

infection isn't so qreat either." 

Outreach workers sometimes sit with a client--in the park, for 

instance-- an; toqether they practice these arguments and answers, 

to help th< client become more self-assured and more familiar 

with the concepts. Workers also stress the importance of 

conducting these neqotiations before sex is initiated. 

Motivators 

Previous public-health research shows that behavior is not 

greatly affected by low-probability events that occur only in the 

long term. This is especially true for young people, so often 

heedless of long-term consequences. How, then to motivate the 

behaviors that reduce or eliminate risk? 

One strategy is to emphasize the more immediate consequences 

of AIDS. The teen brochure developed by a community organization 

called Health Watch warns that "AIDS can really mess you up" and 

cites as consequences the short-term symptoms and "ugly" lesions 

that are likely to create serious problems in a teenager's social 

life. The target group for this proqram is quite specifically 

defined-- adolescents in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of 

Brooklyn. An advantaqe of such specification is that the message 

can be shaped for maximum clarity and relevance, as indeed this 

one was; Bed-Stuy teens were heavily involved in designing the 

brochure. They were also involved in establishing the program's 

intended outcomes. Durinq focus-qroup meetings, it became clear 
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that these youngsters considered abstinence (that is, risk 

prevention) an appropriate outcome if the message avoided - 

moralism and emphasized instead the teenager's right to make his 
- -- 

or her own choices reqarding sex. Despite these features, it 

appears th<t the_proqram's implementation may be limited by 

funding constraints; that is, there may not be enough brochures 

to cover the community. 

Another strategy, again meant to dispel the illusion that 

AIDS affects only white gay men, is to cite the alarming 

statistics on AIDS amonq minorities or to remind people that 

others nearby--neighbors, friends, or schoolmates--have already 

contracted AIDS and died. (See exhibit 10.) 

I already noted that usinq fear to motivate behavior change 

is a complicated matter because excessive fear may only triqger 

denial. In effect, one drug-outreach program in New York 

deliberately does not cite the relevant statistics for that 

community because they are so alarming. (The HIV infection rate 

amonq New York's intravenous druq users is reported to be at 

least 60%.) Instead the proqram focuses on skills by which risk 

can be effectively reduced. 

On the other hand, for populations not so vulnerable, even a 

high level of fear may not be counterproductive if immediately 

paired with facts on risk reduction. In a Los Angeles program, 

one character in the skit for adults observes graphically, "this 

illness eats up your insides and then you're gonna dry up 

slowly.... Before you die, [AIDS] makes sure you remember you 
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had a choice" [emphasis in original]. In the teen skit, another 

character says: "AIDS is so scary 'cause any one of us could get 

it." But her friend corrects her. "No, you're wrong.... If you 

take care of'yourself, you wouldn't have to worry about AIDS 

killins yo<." Immediately thereafter, another character advises 

steps for effective risk reduction--condom use or abstinence. 

This focus on personal choice and effective risk-reduction 

is another example of one of the principles underlying GAO's 

recommended approach-- that raising efficacy is important, 

especially with people whose sense of efficacy might otherwise be 

low. 

Another means to invoke fear as a motivator is death-related 

imaqery. Exhibit 11 is a poster meant for display in the 

"shooting galleries" where people can buy and inject drugs, using 

rented paraphernalia. The open grave in this poster makes the 

point in no uncertain terms. I should add, though, that some 

health educators miqht say the poster will not be effective, for 

high fear is aroused without also citinq ways to reduce risk. 

Another poster notes in text that people "die" of AIDS but 

intentionally avoids using images of death in the belief that 

fear is productive only at a more moderate level. (See exhibit 

12.) 

The matter is further complicated by cultural differences. 

In Mexico, skulls and skeletal figures are familiar images in 

toys, candies, and folk-art objects, notably on the Day of the 

Dead (Dia De Los Difuntos). Educators desiqninq AIDS campaigns 
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in Hispanic communities have therefore employed graphic death- 

imaqery. See, for example, exhibit 13, which evokes familiar 

cultural symbols--El Diablo, the skeleton--in hopes of enhancing 

the salience-of the messaqe for Hispanics. 

What:about positive motivators for AIDS risk-reduction? 

Treatment vouchers and other means of expediting entry into 

treatment may be effective with intravenous drug users. What 

else can be done, especially when program resources are limited? 

Another tanqible and attractive motivator is a sweepstakes. 

Brochures may include an AIDS questionnaire by which readers 

verify what they have learned. Readers may then submit the 

detachable form as their entry in the sweepstakes. In one of our 

exemplary programs, winners were awarded prizes such as cash and 

condoms. 

Motivators can also be symbolic, and it may be that lonq- 

term behavior chanqe is more likely if the rewards are somehow 

more deeply felt and lasting than condoms or a television set. 

Many proqrams tout risk reduction as a means of protecting one's 

family and community, not just oneself. Some programs for druq 

users attempt to set up a personal bond between worker and client 

so that over time a client becomes more reluctant to enqaqe in 

risk behavior that would anqer or disappoint the worker. This 

strategy is more likely to succeed the more narrowly the 

catchment area is defined, and the more often workers visit their 

clients. This is another reason for carefully specifying the 

tarqet group, as these programs did. Even so, program directors 
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did not believe they have enouqh outreach workers to recycle 

through the area often enouqh. 

Finally, much has been made of the efforts I mentioned 
-e 

earlier, namely, those to "eroticize" safe sex. For some 
c 

audiences, -as.1 have noted, this sort.of content is and should be 

explicit; for others, it need not be. One program offers a safe- 

sex kit that includes not one but three types of condoms. That 

proqram also conducts seminars in which the adult audience is 

encouraged to become more comfortable with condoms by actually 

handling them. The intention, of course, is that people begin to 

treat condoms as familiar and routine and as a positive motivator 

for safe sex. 

CONCLUSION 

Let me conclude my testimony by citing, first, the approach 

that CP.0 has derived from prior pub1 ic-health research. We 

believe that AIDS campaigns are more likely to be effective if 

they cover at least seven steps. 

0 Decide exactly who will be targeted--the more specific 

the tarqet qroup, the better. 

0 Decide exactly why the qroup needs AIDS education. For 

ex amp1 e , are people already enqaging in hiqh-risk 

behaviors, or will they have trouble reading a dense 

brochure? 

0 Decide which mass media and/or which personal media are 

accessible and credible to the qroup. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

Four 

Decide which facts on AIDS are most relevant and most 

likely to be clear, familiar, and appealing. 

Provide actual skills for behavior change. 

Offer persuasive motivators for risk reduction, 

rncluding positive ones whenever possible. 

Finally, specify the outcomes, such as -changes in 

knowledge or behavior, that are most appropriate for 

the group. 

cities--Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and 

Washington-- have implemented programs targeted to minorities, 

intravenous drug users, and youth. Houston provides AIDS 

education for public-school students. 

Our study indicates that this seven-step approach to public- 

health education is eminently applicable with respect to AIDS. 

Though some steps are not covered in some programs, across 

proqrams there is ample evidence that outreach efforts can be 

designed in accord with the approach I have presented. 

On the other hand, our study does not indicate how many AIDS 

programs around the country actually cover all seven steps, and 

we do not know whether the proqrams we examined are truly 

effective or in any way typical. 

Moreover, apparently because of budget constraints, programs 

are limitinq their operations in significant ways. For example, 

unmet printinq costs mean that brochures ingeniously designed for 

a particular community may not be plentiful enough to cover that 

community. And without more street workers, drug-user programs 
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may not be able to recycle their contacts often enouqh to 

establish an effective level of rapport with their clients. 

Finally, I must emphasize that we do not yet have the data 

by which to-zvaluate the outcomes of AIDS education, and I cannot 

say with certainty which steps in this approach are more critical 

than others. For most of the programs we visited, evaluation is 

confined to the informal and occasional review of clients' 

knowledge or self-reported behavior. Proqram directors told us 

they lack the funds to do anything more rigorous. Some 

additional impediments to evaluating AIDS-education outcomes will 

be discussed in other testimony from GAO. There are, however, 

some exceptions to this bleak evaluation picture. Some programs 

do have a strong evaluation component, but these are large and 

relatively well-funded efforts, with resources devoted 

specifically to collecting and analyzing outcome data. 

My point here is to stress how critical it is that campaigns 

build in and carry out a comprehensive plan for evaluating the 

various features of their approach and for measuring overall 

campaign outcomes. If they don't, we will be no further advanced 

a year from now as to which campaigns work and which don't. 

While it is encouraqing to note that some exemplary AIDS 

campaiqns have been desiqned in accord with the important lessons 

from previous public-health research, the ultimate question-- 

whether those campaigns are effective-- is presently unanswerable 

and will remain so until evaluations are incorporated into 

program activities. 
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be happy 

to answer any questions the Committee may have. 

-- 
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Table 1: Group Characteristics Possibly 

Relevant to AIDS Educationa 

- Characteristics 
-- possibly relevant 

Group to risk behaviors .- 

Qacial/Ethnic Preference for not 
Yinorities using condoms 

Characteristics 
possibly relevant to 
access or acceptance 

Length of time in 
the United States 

Social and 
psychological 
importance of 
child bearing 

Language variability 
(such as regional 
dialects and idioms) 

Hiqher salience of 
minority identity 
than of sexual 
identity 

Use of minority- 
community mass media 

Less experience with 
or access to health 
care 

Greater use of 
television as a 
mass-media 
information source 

Greater reliance on 
minority-community 
aqencies and 
friendship networks 
as personal 
information sources 

Norms limiting the 
discussion of 
sex or drug use 

?Yhese characteristics have been cited by public-health experts 
as relevant to AIDS education among racial/ethnic minorities. 
GA9 has not independently evaluated the relevance of these 
cnaracteristics, and some characteristics may be more relevant to 
some qroups or individuals than to others. They are listed here 
as possibilities to be considered in designing AIDS education 
programs. 
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Table 1: Group Characteristics Possibly 

Relevant to AIDS Educationa (cont'd) 

---- Characteristics Characteristics 
possibly relevant possibly relevant to 

Group =- to risk behaviors access or acceptance 

Intravenous Drug use in group Distrust of public 
Drug Users settings institutions 

Norms or law- 
enforcement policies 
that create incentives 
for sharing drug 
paraphernalia 

Lower levels of 
education 

Hiqh mobility 

Disinterest in 
treatment for drug 
addiction 

More reliance on 
audio-visual than on 
print media 

Low concern for 
health risks 

aThese characteristics have been cited by public-health experts 
as relevant to AIDS education among intravenous druq users. GAO 
has not independently evaluated the relevance of these 
characteristics, and some characteristics may be more relevant to 
some users than to others. They are listed here as possibilities 
to be considered in desiqninq AIDS education programs. 
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Table 1: Group Characteristics Possibly 

Relevant to AIDS Educationa (cont'd) 

- Characteristics -- possibly relevant 
Group to risk behaviors 

r 
Youth Unprotected sex 

Use of needles for 
ear piercing, tattooing, 
and steroid injection 

Exchange of "survival 
sex" for food, money, or 
shelter 

Characteristics 
possibly relevant to 
access or acceptance 

Low-knowledge of 
contraception 

Greater use of peers 
as reference group 
for information and 
behavioral norms 

Unsettled sexual 
self-concept 

Concrete thinking; 
short-term 
orientation 

Denial of mortality 

Greater interest in 
experimentation and 
risk-taking 

Alienation from 
family and public 
institutions 

Low sense of 
personal efficacy 

aThese characteristics have been cited by public-health experts 
as relevant to AIDS education for youth. GAO has not 
independently evaluated the relevance of these characteristics, 
and some characteristics may be more relevant to some individuals 
than to others. They are listed here as possibilities to be 
considered in designing AIDS education programs. 
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Table 2: City Programs for Minority Groupsa 

Yedia -- 

Los New San Washington 
Youston Angeles York Francisco D.C. 

Mass II- X X X X 

Personai (peer) X 

Personal (other) X X X X 

Factual information 

Transmission and 
risk reduction 

Nontransmission 

Effect of 
risk reduction 

Virus biology, 
AIDS symptoms 

Skills 

Interpersonal 

Practical 

Motivators 

Negative 

Symbolic 
positive 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Tangible 
positive 

X 

aPrograms for which city currently serves as funding source or 
ccndluit. Data may not be complete; documentation was not always 
available, and respondents sometimes could not fully specify the 
zcssage offered by personal outreach workers. 
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Table 3: City Programs for Intravenous Drug Usersa 

-- 

Media E- 

Los New San Washington 
Houston Angeles York Francisco D.C. 

Mass 

Personal (peer) 

Personal (other) 

Factual information 

Transmission and 
risk reduction 

Nontransmission 

Effect of 
risk reduction 

Virus biology, 
AIDS symptoms 

Skills 

Interpersonal 

Practical 

Motivators 

Negative 

Symbolic 
positive 

X X x - X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

Tanqible 
oositive 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

aprograms for which city currently serves as funding source or 
conduit. Data may not be complete; 
available, 

documentation was not always 
and respondents sometimes could not fully specify the 

messaqe offered by personal outreach workers. 
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Table 4: City Programs for Youtt-9 

Houston 
-0 

Media c- 

Mass 

Personal (peer) 

Personal (other)b 

Factual Information 

Transmission and 
risk reduction 

Nontransmission 

Effect of 
risk reduction 

Virus biology, 
AIDS symptoms 

Skills 

Interpersonal 

Practical 

Motivators 

Neqative 

Symbolic 
positive 

Tangible 
positive 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

aproqrams currently offered in city's largest public school 
district. Data may not be complete; 
available, 

documentation was not always 
and respondents sometimes could not fully specify the 

Los New San Washington 
Angeles York Francisco D.C. 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

x - X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

message offered by personal outreach workers. 
bClassroom teachers. 
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Table 5: Exemplary Programs 

Proqram 
and city __- 

AIDS Foundation, 
San Franci& 

Association for 
Druq Abuse Prevention 
and Treatment, 
New York 

Bayview-Hunter's Point 
Foundation, 
San Francisco 

East Los Anqeles 
Rape Hotline, 
Los Anqeles 

El Centro Human 
Resources Corporation, 
Los Angeles 

Health Watch, 
New York 

Latin0 AIDS Project, 
San Francisco 

Mid-City Consortium 
to Combat AIDS, 
San Francisco 

Minority AIDS Project, 
Los Anqeles 

Project Return, 
. . IY~-,V York 

Steppinq Stone, 
Los Angeles 

Target groups 

Minority Intravenous 
q roups drug users Youth 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X The Wedge, 
San Francisco 
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APPENDIX 1: EXPERT SOURCESa 

Douqlas Anqlin 
Neuropsvchiatric Institute 
Oniversity o'f California 
Los Angeles, CA _- 

Walter Batchelor- 
American Psycholoqical Association 
Washinqton, DC 

Linda Beckman 
California School of Professional Psychology 
Los Angeles, CA 

Georqe Beschner 
National Institute of Drug Abuse 
Rockville, MD 

Lydia Bond 
Pan American Health Organization 
World Health Orqanization 
Washington, DC 

John Ronnaqe 
AIDS Task Force 
American Psychiatric Association 
Washinqton, DC 

Jacqueline Bowles 
Office of Minority Health 
Department of Health and Human Services 
Washinqton, DC 

Ronald Bucknam 
Department of Education 
Washington, DC 

Thomas J. Coates 
?niversity of California 
San Francisco, CA 

aThese sources represent fields such as drug-use intervention, 
health- and sex-education, minority health care, marketing, and 
mass communications. For qeneral background we contacted, or 
reviewed the published work of, other social scientists and 
representatives of AIDS-education projects, funding agencies, and 
advocacy groups. 
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Jane Delqado 
National Coalition of Hispanic Health and Human Services 
Orqanizations 
Washington, DC 

Don C. Des jarlais 
Division of Substance Abuse Services 
State of New York 
New York/NY- - 

Onke Ehrhardt 
HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies 
Columbia University 
New York, NY 

Brian Flay 
[Jniversity Of Illinois 
Chicaqo, IL 

Gilbert0 Gerald 
National AIDS Network 
Washington, DC 

Michael Goodstadt 
Addiction Research Foundation 
Toronto, Canada 

Debra Haffner 
Center for Population Options 
Washington, DC 

Jill Joseph 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, MI 

Jeffrey A. Kelly 
University of Mississippi 
Jackson, MS 

Douqlas Kirby 
Center for Population Studies 
Washinqton, DC 

Lloyd Kolbe 
Office of School Health 
Centers for Disease Control 
Atlanta, GA 

Vickie Mays 
Department of Psychology 
TJniversity of California 
Los Anqeles, CA 
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Stephen Marqolis 
Yarqol is and Associates 
Atlanta, GA 

Leon McYusick- 
University of California 
San Francisco, CA 

_- 
Sheila Namir~ - 
California School of Professional Psychology - 
Los Anqeles, CA 

.Jnhn Neumeyer 
Haiqht Asbury Health Clinic 
San Francisco, CA 

Kathy Reardon 
Departments of Business and Preventive Medicine 
University of Southern California 
Los Anqeles, CA 

Ronald Rice 
Annenberg School of Communications 
[Jniversity of Southern California 
Los Angeles, CA 

Oralee Wachter 
ODN Productions 
New York, NY 

Will iam Yarber 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, IN 
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Exhibit 1: "Free Dope," Bayview-Hunter's Point Foundation 

This dope may SAVE YOUR LIFE! 
CLEAN YOUR WORKS! 

Fast, easy and s 

1 
i 

fe. 

- (415) 861-2142 
i~ru*n.r, {n-n k.ime 
__b 

822-8200 

- _-- 

Do YOU shoot up? _: 



Exhibit 2: "Usted Y Su Familia," Minority AIDS Project 

c; 
USTED 
Y su 

FAMILIA 

SIDA es ca~~saclc par L.? “11,s 
E; VIALS aestruye Ia ‘orma we es cdercm tlene para protegernos de 
as en’emecaaes 

?e.stnas LATINAS han 
a;d”am SIDA. 

2.z. _ .--I y-e< ::,a . . 2. d:3r’os a ai cersonas 
LATINAS ; “*;‘+Fe’ncj :?I SIDA. 
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I 

i 

I 

i 

FACTS M.A.P.A. OFFERS 

YOU CAN a., AIOS by harlng 
unprokchd .a. l nd by ~harlno 
n..d,., rh.” 8hoolln,, UP. 

BREAK TM-E CHAIN 
OF IGNORANCE 

This Calf May Save A tile! 

m 
x 
3 
t-- 



, 

BUT NOT BY= . U,ens,lr. d8sh.s or lmen used 
by J person w,lh AIDS 

No bses d AIDs 
have ever been linked to 

Saliva, leors or Sweat, 
nor by Eating food 

propored by someone 
who has AIDS 

- REMEMBER - 
AIDS IS NOT 
IN THE AIR 

AIDS is spread through 
Blood or Seruol Contact 

ONLY 

The AtDS Virus is 
sensitive ond con be 

destroyed by 
- Rubbing Alcohol 

- Household Bleach 
- Belllnp Water 

- Lyrol 
and other dirlnfectonts 

Our Black Brothers 
and Sisters 

need our 
Concern and Support 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? ASK US: 
MINORITV AIDS PROJECT 

o,ncr ,!E! 936-4949 qJl”l%h ,lO,ll”C 
s”0~9111105 SW. 121 !.lDA 

,, .I 



Exhibit 5: “Straight Talk About Sex and AIDS,” 
San Francisco AIDS Foundation 



You won’t met AIDS on this 
or Irom bathroom; work, restaurants, giving blood, 
sneezes, coughs, sweat, hugs, shaking hands, doorknobs, 
swimming pools, hot tubs, supermwkets, computers, cats, dogs, 
insects, parakeets, old sneaks, ping pong, microwaves or spring cleaning. 

s CO/! &534& IDD: 864-6606 
In Northern CA: (800) FOR-AIDS 



Exhibit 7: Two Pages From "The Works," 
San Francisco AIDS Foundation 

ANYBODY i4N CATCH A 1/RIJS. 
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Exhibit 8: “The Adventures of Bleachman,” 
San Francisco AIDS Foundation 



.--~~ 
“KIuR TURN ‘ZfuSTLET ME 
MAN” CLEAN toUR 

I I WORKS FlE7’ 

‘CLEANING YOUR 
WORKS IS EASY 
7usT f L uSH THE 
WHOLE THING TWICE 
WITH BEACH, TM?h’ 
TWIG E Wl77-i WA TEP 

BLEPCH 2x WATER 2x - 



1 

PEOPLE OF COLOR 
I‘ Because We Care” 

41% o/ALL casesotAlDSare 
People oi Color 

DID YOU KNOW THAl 

AIDS 
IS 

NOT! I 

AIDS 

IS 

I FOUND IN WOMEN 

2 FOUND IN Ctlll OREN 

3 FOUND IN SlAAlGtIIS 

AIDS IS AN 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

DISEASEI I! 

0 
f-t-f 

0 
“- 
ID 
0 
r? 



Exhibit 11: "Once You've Got It, You've Had It," 
Association for Druq Abuse Prevention and Treatment 

85-Bergen Street, Brooklyn, NY Il.231 718-834-9585 



Exhibit 12: "Why Did My Daddy Die From AIDS?" 

Rayview-Hunter's Point Foundation 

- 

jf DID 

STOP THE SPREAD OF AIDS 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY. 

KNOW THE FACTS. 
CALL MAPA 822-7500 
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Exhibit 13: "Drogas Y Sida," Latin0 AIDS Project 
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